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In this introduction, we list the basic concepts 
and the basic theorems which are used to develop the 
fundamental theorems of Galois theory established in 
Chapter II. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A manning, _a, of a set, S, into 
a set, T, is defined xfhenever to each element s(S, there 
is associated with it exactly one element tfT. The ele­
ment, t, is called the image of, s, and we will denote it 
by s»= t. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let a be a mapping of the set S 
into the set T. Then Xire have 
(a) a is a mapping of S onto T if and only if 
each element of T is the image of some ele-
- ment of S. 
(b) a is a one to one mapping of S into 'T if and 
only if no two elements of S have the same 
image T. 
DEFINITION I.3. The set product or Cartesian 
product of S and T, denoted by SyT, is the set of all 
ordered pairs, (s,t), where s(-S and tfT. 
DEFINITION 1.^. A law of internal composition be­
tween elements of a set S, is a mapping of a part A of 
SXS into S. 
DEFINITION 1-5- A semigroup is a nonempty set S 
and an associative law of internal composition defined 
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everywhere in S. ' 
DEFINITION 1.6. A group is a set of ele­
ments G- and a law of internal composition which satisfy 
1. For every a,b(-G, there exists an element c(-G 
such that a£jb=c, 
2. For every a,b,cfG, a£7 (b£7c)=( a£/b) G o ,  
3. There exists an element e(-G such that for 
every afG, afle=e0a=a. e is called the 
neutral element. 
I4. For every element afG, there exists an ele­
ment a~"HG such that a ""£7 a=a£7a ""=e. a""1" 
is called the inverse of a.  
DEFINITION 1.7- Let O be a  law of internal compo­
sition between elements of a set S defined on a subset A 
of SxS; we shall call the law induced by (J on a subset T 
of S, that law of composition between elements of T de­
fined on the set of (x,y) of TxT such that (x,y)eA and 
x£7yeT, and which is such that i t  makes the composite x0y 
correspond to (x,y). 
DEFINITION 1.8. Let ^S,£^be a semigroup, TcS, and 
the law of composition induced in T by £7. Then 
form a sub semi group of p5 ,Oj if and only if  ^T,£L^ is a 
semigroup. 
• DEFINITION 1.9. Let Sx  and Tn  be subsets of the 
sets S and T respectively. 
( a )  L e t  a .  b e  a  m a p p i n g  o f  S  i n t o  T .  T h e n  
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defined by (for every s-^S-^, s-,a-,=t if and 
only if s^a=t), is called the restriction of 
a to S-| . 
(b) Let be a mapping of S-, into T-^. Then a 
mapping, a t of S into T is an extension of 
g1 to S if and only if (for every sfS-^, sa^ 
s a) . 
DEFINITION 1.10. A sub,group of a group 
£,C?is a set g such that gcG- and is a restriction of Q. 
DEFINITION 1.11. In a group <(Gr,G^ , a subgroup H is 
called normal if and only if for every h(-H, and for every 
gfG, g~"£7 ii0g(-H. 
A group which is generated by one element shall be 
called a cyclic group. If the elements in a group commute, 
then the group shall be called an abelian group• 
DEFINITION 1.12. Let <S,0) and (?,0) be two groups 
Then a mapping a of S into T is a homomorphism of S into T' 
if and only if for every s^, , s^S, (s^)a= (s^a) 0 (s^a). 
The homomorphisra a is an isomorphism of S onto T if 
and only if a is a one-to-one mapping of S onto T. Then 
and only then we say that S and T are isomorphic. A 
homomorphism of S into itself is called an endomorphism. 
An isomorphism of S onto itself is called an automorphism. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let H be a nonempty subset of a group 
Then H and the restriction of 0 to H form a subgroup of G- if 
h 
and only if  aob "'"eH whenever a,beH. 
PROOF: Suppose PI and 0-^ the restrict ions of 0 to H 
form a subgroup of G. Then whenever a,beH we have b ^ ef t  
and ao^b ~ eH by Definit ions 1.6,  1.9,  1.10.  
Let 0-j  be the restrict ion of 0 to H and let  a,b,eH. 
H has at  least  one element since H is  nonempty.  ao^a"^ 
-1 -1 e^H; therefore,  eo^ a =a cH for every a PI.  aobepl when­
ever a,bepl s ince b ^H. The associative law holds since 
yp,0^ is  a group and 0^ is  the restrict ion of 0 to H. 
Hence,  OI,0^ is  a subgroup of ^G,£])by Definit ions 1.6,  
1.9,  1.10.  
DEFINITION 1.13.  Let a be a mapping of a set  S 
into a set  T and 6 a  mapping of T into a set  U .  Then tPie 
product aB is  the mapping of S into U defined by x(aB) = 
(x a) B ,  for every xeS. 
THEOREM 1.2.  The set  of al l  one-to-one mappings^ of 
a nonempty set  E onto i tself  and the law of composit ion of 
Definit ion 1.3 form a group. 
PROOF: We shall  show that  the conditions of Defini­
t ion 1.6 are satisfied.  
Condition 1.  Let a,  B be any two one-to-one mappings 
of E onto i tself .  First ,  we shall  show that  aB is  a map­
ping of E onto i tself .  Since c*,Bare mappings of E onto 
i tself ,  given any x"eE, there exists an x 'eE such that  
x '^x1B and there exists an xeE such that  x '=xa.  Then 
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x"=x' B = (xcx) B=x( aB ) . So x'! is the image of x under «3. 
Therefore, aB is a mapping of E onto itself. 
Secondly, we shall shown that aB is a. one-to-one 
mapping. Given x"eE, from the above we know there exists 
an xeE such that x"=x(aB). Suppose that for some yeE, x"= 
y(a[? ). Let y'=ya; then x"-y'B. Since B is a one-to-one 
mapping, y'=x, so x'=y a. Since a is a one-to-one mapping, 
x=y. Therefore, aB is a 1-1 mapping. 
Condition 2. For any xcE and given «, B,Y one-to-
one mappings of E onto itself we shall show that (xa)(By) = 
(xaB)y. From the above considerations By-<P and aB -a are 
two one-to-one mappings of E onto itself. Therefore, 
(xa) ( By ) = (xa ) ( ̂)=x( a<j))=x( aBy )=x(ay ) = (xa)y = (xaB )y . 
Condition 3* We define i for every x£E.,by, xi=x. 
Then i is a one-to-one mapping of E onto itself. For 
every xeE, x(i a) = (xi)a=x« wliich implies i<*=a. Also, x(ai) = 
(xa)i=xa, since xaeE. Therefore, 1 is a neutral element. 
Condition i|. Let a be any one-to-one mapping of E 
onto itself. Let B be defined as follows: given XEE, XB 
is the element x'eE determined by x=xT a. This x' exists 
since a is an onto mapping, and there is only one such x' 
since a is a one-to-one mapping. Then xB is defined for 
every x*E and so B is a mapping of E into itself. 
Suppose there exists x,yeE such that x'=xB, x'=yB. 
Then x=x'a and y=x'a and so x=y. Therefore}p is a one-to-
one mapping. 
Next, given xeE, we wish to show that there exists 
an x^E such that x'=x8. Now x'=x6 if and only if  x=x' a.  . 
Since a is a mapping of E into itself,  given x'eE, there 
exists an xeE such that x=x'a and so x'=xB. Therefore, g 
is an onto mapping. 
Lastly, this mapping 8 which we have established as 
a one-to-one mapping of E onto i tself,  is the inverse of 
For by proceeding as above for any xE E ,  x'=x8, we have 
x (SA) = (x8 )A=x ,a=x=xi. Also, for any X'EE ,  x=x'A, and so 
x'  (a3 ) = (x'a)=xS=x=xi. Therefore, ga =ag=i. Hence g is the 
inverse of a. 
Therefore, the set and law of composition form a 
group. 
DEFINITION l.lij . .  A ring R is an additive abelian 
group and a second law of internal composition such that 
R and the second law form a semigroup, and the right and 
left distributive laws of multiplication with respect to 
addition both hold. 
We shall write the second law.of internal composi­
tion as multiplication. Moreover, we shall write the 
neutral element of addition as 0, and call i t  zero, and 
the neutral element of multiplication, if  there is one, as 
1 and call i t  the identity element. 
DEFINITION 1.15. S is a subring of R if  and only if 
1 .  S C R ,  '  
2.  is a  subgroup of (r,+^ ,  
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3- <?,") is a subsemigroup of <R.)-
DEFINITION 1.16. a^O, aeR, a ring, a is a left 
(right) divisor of zero if and only if  there exists beR, 
b^O such' that a'b=0 (b-a=0). a is a regular element of a 
ring R if  and only if a^O, aeR, a is not a divisor of zero. 
DEFINITION 1.17. Two elements of a ring R are 
rermutable if  and only if  they are permutable under multi­
plication. 
A ring R is commutative if  and only if  multiplica­
tion in R is commutative. 
DEFINITION 1.18. An integral domain is a commuta-w. . . -
tive ring I with an identity element ^ 0, in which all  
nonzero elements are regular. 
A division ring is a ring D in which the nonzero 
elements form a group. 
A field is a commutative division ring. 
DEFINITION 1.19. F is a subfield of the field K if  
and only if  
1. FCK, 
2. F is a field with respect to addition and 
multiplication obtained as a restriction to F 
of addition and multiplication of K. 
THEOREM 1.3* Til® set ft of automorphisms of a field 
F and the law of composition of Definition 1.3 form a 
group. 
PROOF: Since ft is a subset of the group of Theorem!^?..  
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and the law of composition is the same, we know that the 
associative law holds. 
/  \  a $  
Let a, Be ft . Then for every a,beF, (a+b) = 
[(a+b) °f =[(a +b )ct]2=( aa )S + (ba f =aa12+bag by the properties 
of automorphisms and the definition of the product of two 
. , . _ . , . ag a3, a8 m„ „ „ mappings. Similiarly, (ao) =a o . Therefore,ft is 
closed. 
The identity mapping is obviously an automorphism 
of F and is the neutral element of ft. 
B-1 s"1 For 8 e ft, a,b,eF, let x=a* and y=b . Then 
[a+b]& 1=[ xs+y6]6 ~1= [(x+y) s] "^a^^+b2 1. Similarly, 
(ab)s 1=as ~1b^~"1". Hence, 8 -1, as the mapping inverse to 
8, is in ft. Consequently, each element of ft has an in­
verse also of ft. Therefore, ft is a group by Definition 
1.6. 
DEFINITION 1.20. If there exists a positive 
rational integer m such that ma=0 (m is an additive ex­
ponent) for every a in R, a ring, then the smallest such 
positive integer m is called the characteristic of the ring 
R. If no such positive integer exists, then R is said to. 
be of'characteristic zero. 
II.  FUNDAMENTAL THEOREMS OF GALOIS THEORY 
In this chapter we consider a special automorphism, 
called an F-automorphism. Moreover, relations are estab­
lished between subfields of a field K and subgroups of the 
groups of F-automorphisms of K. 
Henceforth, for brevity, if  we write the filed JO F, 
we shall mean that the field K contains the field F as a 
subfield, unless some remark is made specifically to the 
contrary. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A vector space is an additive 
abelian group E such that for all  a(-F, a field, and any 
xfE, we have axfE, we have axfE; furthermore, the fol­
lowing properties are satisfied: 
1. a(x+y)=ax+ay, for all  afF, and for all  x,y(-E, 
2. (a+b)x=ax+bx, for all  a,b(-F, and for all  xfE, 
3. a( bxH ab)x, for all  a,byF, and for all  xfE. 
In accordance with the above definition, we will  
refer to the vector space of E over F. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The elements x1 ,  x2 , . . . ,X r  of E, 
a vector space over F, are linearly independent over E if  
and only if z n  a.x. =0, a.  fF implies -a. =0 for all  i .  
i=l . 1  
DEFINITION 2 . 3 .  A basis of vector space K over F is 
a linearly independent set of elements which generate F. 
DEFINITION 2.4". If the vector space K over F has a 
finite basis, then the number of elements in that basis 
is called the dimension of E over F. 
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DEFINITION 2.5« Let the field K contain the field 
F as a subfield. Then the dimension of K over F is called 
the degree of K over F and is denoted by [K:F], if it is 
finite. 
DEFINITION 2.6. If K is a field containing a field 
F as a subfield, then an automorphism a of K is an F~auto­
morphism of K (also called an automorphism of K over F) if 
and only if for every f(F, fa=f. 
If F is a subfield of the fields K and L, then an 
isomorphism a of K onto L is an F-isomorphism if and only 
if fa=f! for every feF. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F be a subfield of the field K. 
Then the F-automorphisms of K form a subgroup A of the 
group, ft , of all automorphisms of K. 
PROOF: Let a,6 be F-automorphisms of K. Then 
for every feF, fa=f, f6=f, and fe~"W. Therefore, 
f aB (fa) 6 W ̂ ̂ =f. Hence, "'"eA, Therefore, by 
Theorem 1.1, A is a subgroup of ft. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be any set of automorphisms 
of a field K. Then the set La of all elements x in K 
such that for every A e A ̂  x=x, is a subfield of K. 
PROOF; Let aeA and let L be the set of all xeK such 
that x=x. Further, let a,beL. Then aa=a and ba-b. So a 
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(-b)a=-b, since [fc+(-b)f =0=ba+(-b) =b+(-b) and ba=b. 
Finally, since a is an automorphism of K, (a-b)a = 
[ a+( ~b)]a =aa+( -b)J' =a-b. Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, La 
is a subgroup of the additive group of K. 
If b^O, b "^eLa, and from bb ^=1, we have l=la = 
(bb 1)c =ba(b 1)a=b(b 1) which implies (b"1)0^"1, since 
the multiplicative inverse of b is unique. Therefore, 
-1 a 
(ab ) =ab , and so, the nonzero elements of L0 form a 
subgroup of the multiplicative group of K. Therefore, 
is a subfield of K by Definition 1.19. 
Lemma 2.1. Let K. > L F. Then if [ K:F] is finite, 
[K:F]=[K:L] • [L:F] . 
PROOF: Let tL:F]=n, and tK:L]=ra, and let 
6-,, B?,...,B be a basis of L over F, " , °L, . . ., a be a -l <- n 1 2 ' m 
basis of K over L. We shall show that the mn elements 
al P] ' al ®2' ' ' '' °1 ̂ nJ a2B i' 012 ̂2' ' ' '' ^xix n 
of K over F. 
m 
First, let x^K. Then d. a . , where the d.eL, 
n f=i 1 1 1 
and so d. = «>. e-: ,• B where the e. . eF. Then x= 
i=l J 
m m 
^ e. ,-a.B . j where e. . eF. Hence, every element of K 
i=l j=l 1J 1 J 
can be expressed as a linear combination of these ran ele­
ments with coefficients in F. 
Now we must show the linear independence of these 
m n 
mn elements. Suppose S~ 9. .a.B .=0, where the G. .eF. 
i=l j=! -1J * J ij 
m n 
Then, rewriting the equation as *ET(ST S. .a.)B.=0, we 
i=l j=l J 1 
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_n m 
hav e ^ or P -*-5 2, ... ,i7i sine e _ C. . B .£ L and 
j=l J J j=i J 
the a for m a basis of K over L. But. since the B . are 
1 J 
linearly independent over F, we have -=0 for i=l,2,...,m, 
j—^>2,. .. ,n. Therefore, a ̂ B^ , a^B ̂  > • • • > 3 - > 8 
a ? B?> • • • > a mBn form a basis of K over F and the Lemma 
follows. 
DEFINITION 2.7- . Let K be a field and F its group 
of F-automorphisms. 
If A is a subgroup of r, then N(A) is the subfield 
of K determined in Theorem 2.2 and is called the subfield 
belonging to A . 
If L is a subfield of K, then (L) is the subgroup 
of r determined in Theorem 2.1 and is called the subgroup 
belonging to L. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a field and F its group of 
F-automorphisms. For any subgroup A of F , fi(N(A)) I? A ; 
and for any subfield L of K, N(G(L))OL. 
PROOF: Let aeA . Then for every xeK, x=x by Defini­
tion 2.6. N(A) is a subfield of K by Theorem 2.2. Hence 
for every meN(A), mek, m^m, and therefore oefi(U(A)) by 
Definition 2.7. Hence Q(N( A))OA. 
Suppose L is a subfield of K. Let xeL. n (L) is a 
subgroup of r by Theorem 2.1. ae n (L) if and only if xa=x 
for all xeL. Therefore, x£N(n(L)) by Definition 2.7. 
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Hence L£N(n(L)). 
DEFINITION 2.8. The ring E[ x ] is called the 
polynomial ring in x over R; and if R is commutative, then 
R [x] is called the polynomial algebra in x over R. We will 
" ~ 2 n 
denote an element f(x){-R[x] by f (x)=a0+a-Lx+a2x "t. anx = 
n i 
a.x . f(x) is called a polynomial in the indeter-
i=0 1 
minate x, and the a.. are called the coefficients of f(x), 
a^ is called the coefficient of x'L. m is called the de­
gree of f(x) if and only if there exists a largest integer 
m such that a j^O. The smallest integer p such that a ̂ 0 m p 
is called the leading coefficient. A polynomial whose 
leading coefficient is 1 is called monic. A polynomial 
is called the zero polynomial if and only if a^=0 for all 
i; moreover, the zero polynomial does not have a degree. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let ̂ (x), f2(x)(-R[x]. f2(x) is 
called a divisor of f-L(x) if and only if there exists an 
element f^(x)(-R[x] such that f-L(x)=f2(x)f^(x) . 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let f-^xJtRtx]. f^x) is called 
a unit in R[x] if and only if f^(x) has an inverse in R [x], 
that is, there exists f 2(-R [x ] such that f x) f 2( x) = 
f2(x)f1(x)=l. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let f-^x), f2(xKR[xL f-^x) 
and are caHec^ associates in Rtx 1 if and only if 
there exists a unit f (xHRtx ] such that f^(x)=fu(x)f2(x) . 
DEFINITION 2.12. f(x)eR[xl, f(x) is a greatest 
common divisor of f-^(x), f2(x)eR[x] if and only if 
Ill 
1. f (x) is a divisor of 
2. g(x) RE[X], g(x) a divisor of f-^Cx) and fp(x) 
implies g(x) is a divisor of f(x). 
DEFINITION 2.13. Let f-^x), f2(x)(-R[x] and let 
f1(x) be a divisor of fp(x). f-^x) is called a proper 
divisor of fp(x) in R[x] if and only if 
1. f-|(x) is not an associate of fp(x) in Rfxl, . 
2. f^(x) is not a unit in R[xl. 
DEFINITION 2. llj.. Let f(x)(Rtxl. f(x) is irre­
ducible in R txl if and only if 
1. f(x) is not a unit in R[x], 
2. f(x) has no proper divisors in R[x ]. 
DEFINITION 2.15. Let f1(x)(R[x]. f][(x) is prime 
in R[x] if and only if given f^(x) a divisor of fp(x)f^(x) 
then it necessarily follows that f-^(x) is a divisor of 
fp(x) or f-^(x) is a divisor of f^(x) for all fp(x), 
f 3(x) fR [x ]. 
DEFINITION 2.16. Let f(x)(-R[x]. Then c(-R is a 
zero of f(x) if and only if f(c)=0. If c is a zero of f(x), 
then c is a zero of multiplicity ra if and only if (x-c)m 
divides f(x) while (x-c )nif'does not divide f(x). If m=l, 
then c is a simple zero. 
DEFINITION 2.17. Let f(x)(F[x], where F is a field. 
1. If f(x) is irreducible in F[x], then a smallest 
field K containing F and 0, a zero of f(x), is 
called a stem field of f(x) over Ffx]. 
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2. A smallest field L containing F and all  the ' 
zeros of f(x) is called a splitting field of 
f(x) -over F [x ].  
DEFINITION 2.18. A field K is called an extension 
of F if  F is a subfield of K. 
DEFINITION 2.19. Let K be an extension of F and 
let A be any set of elements K. Denote by F(A) the 
smallest subfield of K which contains both F and A. This 
is the intersection of all  the subfields of K which con­
tain both F and A. The field F(A) is an extension of F 
and we shall say that i t  is obtained by adjoining A to F, 
or by the adjunction of A to F. 
DEFINITION 2.20. Let the field K contain the field 
F as a subfield and let afK. Then a is algebraic aver F 
if there is a nonzero polynomial f(x)(-F[x] such that 
f ( a) =0. 
If a is not algebraic over F, then a is trans­
cendental over F. 
The extension of K over F is called an algebraic 
extension of F if  and only if each element of K is 
algebraic over F. 
K is called a transcendental extension of F if  and 
only if  at least one element of K is transcendental over F. 
DEFINITION 2.21. An extension K over F is called 
a simple extension of F if  K=F(a) for some aeK. 
DEFINITION 2.22. Let K3F, QeK, 9 algebraic over F. 
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Then if  f(x) is the irreducible monic polynomial in F[x] 
having © as a zero, then f(x) is called the minimum poly­
nomial of 9 over F, and the degree of f(x) is the degree 
of 6 over F. 
DEFINITION 2.23. A polynomial, 0.(x)(-F[x], where F 
is a field, is separable over F if and only if 0 (x) has 
no multij)le zeros in any extension field of F. 
element afK, where K is a field containing F as 
a subfield, is separable over F if  and only if a is a zero 
of a polynomial f(x)(-F[x], and f(x) is separable over F. 
A field K containing F as a subfield is separable 
over F if  and only if every element of K is separable 
over F. 
Otherwise, the polynomial, element, or field is 
called Inseparable over F. 
DEFINITION 2.2l | .  A field K, algebraic over a field 
F, is normal over F if  and only if  whenever f(x), irre­
ducible in F [x ],  has a zero in K, then K contains the 
splitting field of f(x) over F. 
LEMMA 2.2. If the field K is of degree n over the 
field  F ,  a n d  i f  © e K  a n d  9  i s  o f  d e g r e e  m  o v e r  F ,  t h e n  m | n .  
PROOF: Let [K:F]=h- Suppose ©cK, and © algebraic 
over F. Then if  we adjoin 9 to F we have KI2>F(0);?F. By 
Lemma 2.1, [K:F] = [K:F(0)]•[F(©):F]; moreover, since 0 is 
algebraic over F, the degree ia'of © over F is equal to 
[ F ( 0 ) : F ] .  H e n c e  m | n .  
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THEOREM 2.1j.. If a field K is normal over a subfield 
F, then K is normal over every subfield L between K and F. 
PROOF: Let 0(x) be irreducible in L he] , and suppose 
that 0(0)=O, where ©Hi. Then, since K is algebraic over F, 
there exists f(x) irreducible in F[x] such that f(6)=0. 
Then, since K is normal over F, K contains all the zeros 
of f(x). Since LDF, f(x)£L[x] and f(x) has a zero in 
common with 0{x) . Therefore, in Kfx], 0(x) and f(x) have 
a factor x-0 in common. Hence, in K[x), the greatest 
common divisor of 0(x) and f(x) has degree 1. But, the 
greatest common divisor of f(x) and 0(x) is in W[x], where 
W is any field containing the coefficients of the two poly­
nomials. Hence, the greatest common divisor of f(x) and 
0(x) is in L[x] and is of degree 1. But 0{x) is irre­
ducible in L [x] . Therefore, 0(x) divides f(x). Thus 
every zero of 0(x) is a zero of f(x) and since K contains 
all the zeros of f(x), it contains all the zeros of 0{x). 
Hence, K is normal over L. 
THEOREM 2.5* Let K be a separable algebraic ex­
tension of a field F. If L is a field between K and F, 
then K is separable over L. 
PROOF: Let aeK and let f(x) be the minimal poly­
nomial of a in F[x]. Because a is separable over F, a is 
a simple zero of f(x). a is also separable over L since 
f(x) is a polynomial in Ltx ]. Therefore K is separable 
over L. 
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DEFINITION 2.22. A field K is a Galois extension 
of a subfield F if and only if K is finite, normal, and 
separable over F. We shall often say, briefly, that K .is 
Galois over F if  and only if K is a Galois extension of F. 
DEFINITION 2.23. If K is Galois over F, then the 
group of F-automorphisms of K is called the Galois group 
o f  K  o v e r  F .  I f  f ( x )  i s  a  s e p a r a b l e  p o l y n o m i a l  o f  F f x ] ,  
i ts splitting field, then the Galois group of K over F is 
called the Galois group of the polynomial f(x) [ or of the 
e q u a t i o n  f ( x J ^ O ] .  
DEFINITION 2.2i | .  Let K be a Galois extension of F. 
We shall say that K is an abelian, cyclic, or solvable 
extension of F according as the Galois group of K over F 
is abelian, cyclic, or solvable (defined on page 26). 
THEOREM 2.6. Any F-automorphisms of a finite ex­
tension K over F maps each algebraic element 0CK onto a 
conjugate of 0 over F. 
PROOF: Let 0cK, 0 algebraic over F. Suppose 
f (x)=xn+bn_-^ x1 1" V* * * + bo  is an irreducible polynomial 
with coefficients in F. Assume g(0)=O. Let a be an F-
automorphism of K over F. Then g( a 0) = (a0)n+bn_^(a0)n"' ! '+ 
. . . + b- , ( a 0 ) + b  — ( 0  + b  9 ^  " ^ +  . . . + b )  —  ( 0 ) = 0 ,  b y  1 o n-1 o ' c 
properties of an F-automorphism. Hence g(a0)=O. There­
fore, a© is a conjugate of 0. 
THEOREM 2.?» Let K be a Galois extension of a field 
F. If an element OeK is mapped onto itself by all  
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P-automorphisms of X, then QeF. 
PROOF: Let 9eX. Suppose 0 remains fixed under all  
P-automorphisms of X. Then 9 must coincide with all  of 
i ts conjugates by Theorem 2.6. Thus, i ts minimum poly­
nomial f(x)eP[x] would factor in X as f(x)=(x-9)m .  But 
this would mean, unless m=l, that f(x) irreducible in 
P [xlwould have a multiple zero and, by hypothesis, 9 was 
separable..  Therefore, m=l and so 9ep. 
THEOREM 2.8. If K is Galois over P, and L is a 
s u b f i e l a  o f  K  c o n t a i n i n g  P ,  t h e n  N ( f t ( L ) ) = L .  
PROOF: By Theorem 2.1|,  X is normal over L, and by 
T heorem 2.5* X is separable over L, [X:F] is finite, and 
so X is Galois over L. We can, therefore, apply Theorem 
2.7 with the P of that theorem replaced by our present L. 
THEOREM 2.9. If X is Galois over P, r ,  i ts Galois 
g r o u p  o v e r  F ,  a n d  A  a n y  s u b g r o u p  o f r  ,  t h e n  n  ( N (  A  ) ) =  A .  
PROOF: By Theorem 2.3, ft(N( A  ) ) D L ,  S O  i f  n ( N ( A  ) ) &  
then there is at least one wefi(N( A )) such that for every 
xeN( A), XW=X ,  while w TA, there must exist some element 
a e X  s u c h  t h a t  a W = a  w h i l e  f o r  a t  l e a s t  o n e  A  0  E  A ,  a A ° ^ a .  
Then a£ N( A ) ,  while aeN(n(N( A))).  But, by Theorem 2.8, 
N(n(N( A )))=N( A). Therefore, no such w exists and so 
n ( N (  A  ) ) =  A .  
III. NORMALITY 
DEFINITION 3*1 • If ^11 jtis cX outp of (G,0), 
then a left coset of H in G is a subset of G of the type 
aH for some acG. The number of left cosets of H in G is 
denoted by (G:H) and is called the index of H in G. 
LEMMA 3.1. If K is Galois over F, r its Galois 
group of K over F, if the subfield FdL belongs to the 
subgroup, A, then the order of A is equal to the degree 
of K over L, and the index of A in r is equal to the de­
gree of L over F. 
PROOF: By Theorems 2.8 and 2.9, if n is the order 
of r, h the order of A , and j the index, we have 
n = [K:F], j=[K:L ], and by Lemma 2.1, n =h« j, [ K:F] = 
[K:L] [L:F] so that [L:F]=j. 
DEFINITION 3-2. If A and B are two subgroups of the 
group G, then A and B are conjugate subgroups if there 
exists xeG such that B=x "Ax. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let F, L1, L£, K be fields such 
that FCL-jCK and FCfL2OK. Then L^ and Lp are con­
jugate subfields of K over F if and only if there exists 
an automorphism a of K such that for all XeF 
1. L° = Lz, 
2. xa = x. 
THEOREM 3-1. Let K be Galois over F. Then two 
subfields L-^, L^ of K, each containing F, are conjugates 
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over P if and only if n (^3), fi(Lp) are conjugate subgroups 
of r, the Galois group of K over P. 
PROOF: Let « (L-j) and A 2= 0 (Lp) . 
Suppose and Lp are conjugate subfields con­
taining P. Then by Definition 3«3> there exists ti£r such 
a \ 
that L-l =Lp. Let X eA^. Then for every xeL|,x =x. Let 
^1^2' "^=x] -^i* Then we have 
a "' x a A a _, A % a , . , . -1 , 
y^ =x-^ Vx2 which imples a A a e A ̂  
for every A e  Similarly, for all A' e I \^>  a A' a ~ 1 e A^. 
Therefore, a A^a =A^. By Definition 3*2, A^ and Ap 
are conjugate subgroups of r . 
Suppose A^ and A^ are conjugate subgroups of F . 
Then by Definition 3.2 there exists aeT such that Ap= 
a A a. a maps L-, onto some conjugate subfield L. Let 
-1 1 -1 . 
yeL and x,=ya . Then for every Ae A , Y a = 
- 1 - 1  
x1Xa=xG =y. Therefore, Lp ™ L a . But since A 1 and 
A are conjugate, they have the same order. Therefore, 
a _1 
by Lemma 3-1j Lp° * L^Lp. Therefore, by Definition 
3« 3 j L-^ and Lp are conjugate. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let K be Galois over P. A subfield 
L of K is normal over P if and only if L coincides with 
its conjugate subfields under all P-automorphisms of K. 
PROOF: Let K be Galois over P. Let Kt?LP p. 
Suppose L is normal over P. Let f(x) be irreducible in 
F[x], and 9^, 9p, 9p,...,9n be the zeros of f(x). Then 
F(©lj ©p,. . . ,$"n)=K and P(9^) are equivalent to P(9,), 
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/ 
they are normal themselves. Hence L coincides with its 
conjugate subfields under all P-automorphisms of K. 
To prove the converse, K=F( • • • ©r ) of f(x) 
and is therefore normal over P. 
THEOREM 3«3» Let K be Galois over P. A subfield 
L of K is normal over P. if ana only if 0. (L) is a normal 
subgroup of r , the Galois group of K over F. A subgroup 
A of r is normal if and only if N( A ) is normal over P. 
PROOF; Suppose 0 (L) is a normal subgroup of r . 
Then 0(L) coincides with all of its conjugates. By 
theorem 3«2, L coincides with its conjugate subfields 
under all ae 0 (L). Therefore L is normal over P by 
Theorem $.1. 
Suppose L is normal over P. Then L coincides with 
its conjugate subfields by Theorem 3*2. By Theorem 3-1 
0 (L) coincides with all of its conjugates; therefore 
0 (L) is a normal subgroup of r. Because there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the subfields L of K 
containing P and the subgroups n(L) of r we have also 
established that a subgroup A of r is normal if and only 
if N(A ) is normal over P. 
C. C. MacDuffee establishes in his book, Intro­
duction to Abstract Algebra, 191+0, Wiley, New York, 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a normal cubic 
field to be defined by a root of an equation. 
We shall establish a similiar theorem; however, 
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our results will be valid in the field ZT T .  yr U 
If pis one root of f  (x)gx +px+q^O mod U, then 
f(x)=(x- f )(x2+ px+p+ p2  )=0 mod U, so that ^ and f'f are 
2 P zeros of x + px+p+ p .  The field ^ ) is normal if  and 
only if (x— p'}(x— /)  = (x2+ ̂ »x+p+ ^2) mod U, and/Vzu(f)~ 
p 
that is,  if and only if the discriminant -4p-3p is the 
O 
square of a number ao+a1  + a2r o : f  Zu^ f  w e  s e i :  
#v p 2 2 
-4p-3f "5 (aQ+a^p + ap f ) m 0 (^ U» expand, we have a 
quadratic polynomial inp, with coefficients in Zy, equal 
to zero. Sincep satisifies no quadri-c equation with 
coefficients in Z^, each coefficient must be zero. That 
2 p 
(i) a ,j+2aoa2~a2p+3^0 mod U, 
p 
(ii) 2aQa,j-a2q-2a^a^p^O mod U, 
p 
( iii)  aQ~2a^a2q+4p=0 mod U. 
Since (p,q , " l )  is a solution =(0,0,0) mod U of this 
system, i t  must be true that 
2 2 ~a^ 0 a,  +2a a^+3 2 1 o 2 
2 -2a .a0 ~a0 2a a, .  , T T  1 2 2  o  1  = 0  m o d  U  
4 -2a.a0 a? 1 2 o o 
o r  a|(2apaoa2+2)(2apaoa2+6)=0 mod U. 
Thus, there are three cases to be considered 
according as the first,  second, or third factor vanishes. 
CASE I  
Suppose a2s0 mod U. From equations (i),(ii),  and 
2k 
(iii), we have 
2 I (i) a^ + 3 = 0 U , 
I (ii) 2aQa1 = 0 mod u, 
I (iii) a^ = 4p =0 mod U . 
2aoa-, = 0 mod U implies U =2, a^ = 0 mod u , op 
aQ = 0 mod U . Suppose u >2. 
If a^= 0 mod U , then equation I (i) reduces to 
3=0 mod U which implies U =3• Suppose u > 3-
If aQ = 0 mod u, then equation.I (iii) reduces to 
Lip - 0 mod u which implies p = 0 mod u • Hence equation I 
(ii) presents three special cases: 
1. U=2, or 
2. U=3, or 
3. aQ= 0 mod U which is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for p = 0 mod U. 
We shall assume p ̂  0 mod U and u > 3* 
•CASE II 
p 
2ai + aQa2 + 2 = 0 mod U. Then equations (i) and 
2 2 (ii) imply a^p =-3aq moci u ~ ^a^ mod u , so that 
a^(x^ + px + q) = a^x^ - (3al +l)a^x + 2a^ - 2a^ = 
( a^x + 2a-^)(a2X - a^ l)(a^x - a^-1) mod U . 
Since f(x) is irreducible, this case is excluded. 
CASE III 
2 2a^ + + 6=0 mod u • From equation (i), 
25 
2 2 2 a^p= 3 + a£ + 2a0a2 =~3(aj + 3) mod U and, from equation 
(ii), 
o 2 a^q = a0(2a a., -2a, a„p) + 2a, (a,-f- 3) mod U . 2^- 2 o 1 12- 11'^ 
Let r = al/a2 mod U and s ="'"//'a2 mod U. 
2 
Then p = -3(ap + — -3(r^ + 3s^) mod U, 
a2 a2 2 2 
q=2r(r^ +3s^) mod U . 
Thus, (V) f(x) = -3(r2 + 3s^)x + 2r(r^ + 3s^) 2 0 mod U 
and we have 
THEOREM 3*3- Every normal cubic field is defined 
by a root of an equation (v) where r and s are parameters 
in Zjj, S 0 mod U . 
we shall now state and prove the converse of 
Theorem 3«3* Equation (V) defines a normal cubic field 
if it is irreducible. 
PROOF: a2 = 1/s mod U and a-^ a a2r=r/s mod u, 
2 and from the equation defining case III, a.Qs,^=-b-28.^ mod u. 
Hence aQ = s( -6---—-)h r +^s---~ eO mod U. 
s s 
o 
Since p and pT are the numbers =g [~p(aQ + a-^p + a2P )] , we 
have no t -> 2 , 2.x , r-s 1 2 p'=-l/s(r + 3s ) + -2~ p _ 2j- p' 
r+ s 1 
2s P ~ 2]T 
J 
„ , / , 2 j _ 2 n  + s   2  p -1/s(r + 3s ) - -5— p - -rp- p . 
IV. SOLVABILITY BY RADIOALS 
DEFINITION ij.l Let ̂ G,0^ be a group and H a normal 
subgroup. Let R be the equivalence relation defined by 
xRy if and only if xQy_1cH. Then the quotent set G/R axid 
the lax-; of composition induced by Oin G/R is a group, 
called the quotent group of G >;ith respect to H, and is. 
denoted by G/lI. 
DEFINITION .  2 .  L e t  { ,  i = 0 , l , . . . , n  +  1  b e  a  
finite sequence of subgroixps of (a,a) a group, • with the 
folloxving properties: 
1. HQ=G, H + ={e } where e is the neutral element 
of G, 
2. Hn has no proper normal subgroup, 
3* %+q is a maximal normal subgroup of H^, i= 
0,1,...,n. 
Then and only then, the sequence G,!^,H2,•••,H ,H x is 
a composition series of the group G. The quotent groups 
G/H-L,H-L/H.p, • • • ,Hn/e are called a set of prime factor groups 
of G, and their orders, the factors of 'composition of G. 
DEFINITION ij-3• A group G is solvable if and only 
if the prime factor groups of G are of prime order. 
THEOREM I4.I. Let K be Galois over F. Let L be 
a subfield of K, normal over F, and let A =fi (L). Then 
the Galois group of L over F is isomorphic to r/A , where 
r is the Galois group of K over F; A is the Galois group 
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of K over L. 
PROOF: By Theorem 3*1, A is a normal subgroup of 
r  .  Each automorphism of L is described by the effect of 
the elements of some left coset of A. Thus, each auto­
morphism of L corresponds uniquely to an element of r/A 
and conversely. Since multiplication in r /A is performed 
by iterating the mappings, the correspondence is an 
isomorphism between r /A and the Galois group of L over F. 
LEMMA I4.1. If E is a normal extension of F, then 
E is a separable extension of F. 
PROOF: Let ay • • • > ag  be the Galois group G 
of E over F. Let a be any element of E, and let 
a ,  ap, o.y be the set of distinct elements in the 
sequence (a ) ,  02(a),. . . ,  ag(a).  Since G is a group, 
o . (  a .  )  =  c  . (  0  (  a )  )  =  c r .  a  ( a  )  =  o  ( a ) = a  .  T h e r e f o r e ,  t h e  e l e m e n t s  J i J Q  J  q  i n  n  
a ,  c^, a , . . . ,  are permuted by the automorphisms of G. 
The coefficients of the polynomial f (x) = ( x- a) (x- c^)'" (x~ f l^ 
a r e  l e f t  i n v a r i a n t  b y  e a c h  a u t o m o r p h i s m  o f  G ,  s i n c e  i n  i t s  
factored form the factors of f(x) are only permuted. 
Since the only elements of E which are ' left invariant by 
all  the automorphisms of G belong to F, f(x) is a poly­
nomial in F. If g(x) is a polynomial in F which also has 
a as a root, then applying the automorphisms of G to the 
expression g(a)=0 we obtain g(a^)=0, so that the degree of 
g(x)2k-. Hence f(x) is irreducible, and the lemma is es­
tablished. 
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DEFINITION 1|.J4. A field which has no proper sub-
fields is called a prime field. 
DEFINITION I4.5. Let F be a prime field and 11 a 
positive rational integer not divisible by the character­
istic of F; if the characteristic is zero, then n may be 
any positive rational integer. Then an nth root of unity 
is any zero of f(x)=xn-l in any extension field of F. 
DEFINITION N.6. The field C is called the cyclo-n —* —— —1— 
tomlc extension field of order n over the field F if and 
only if on is the smallest field containing F and all the 
nth roots of unity. We shall assume that the character­
istic of F does not divide n. 
THEOREM 1+.2. exists for each field F and is a 
Galois extension of F. 
PROOF: Let Cn=F(c)> where c is a primitive nth root 
of unity. Then [Cn:F] is finite. Since every primitive 
nth root is a power of every other primitve nth root, the 
conjugate fields F( rj , F(c'),...j F( ̂  ̂  ) are all equal, 
therefore, by Theorem 3*2, C is normal over F. C is 
n n 
separable over F by Lemma I4.1. This completes the proof. 
DEFINITION I4.7• A group ^G, is the direct pro­
duct of its subgroups • • . >Hn if and only if 
1. every element of H. is permutable with every 
element of H . for i^j, i,j=l,2,...,n, 
J 
2. xeG implies there exists a unique such 
that x-- «§•" u. . A 1 
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THEOREM JLj..3. The Galois group of over F is the 
direct product of cyclic groups and is isomorphic to the 
multiplicative group of the reduced residue classes 
modulo n. 
PROOF: We shall first show the desired isomorphism. 
The primitive elements of Cn over F are the powers, 
where ^ is a primitive nth root of unity and k a positive 
integer such that (k,n)=l, and so Cn=F(c^)i (k,n)=l. 
Thus we can determine each F-automorphism of K=F(c) by 
determining the image of c , which must be a primitive nth 
I'oot of unity so we have a one-to-one mapping of the F-
automorphisms onto the reduced residue classes modulo n. 
Further, if we let be the F-automorphism C if and only 
k ̂  if C spK,for (k,n)=l, and if we let kh = w mod n, then (w,n) = 
-« , kh w 1, and C = C . 
Because the multiplicative group of the reduced 
residue classes modulo n is abelian, Cn is also abelian. 
We know from group theory that every abelian group is the 
direct product of cyclic groups. Hence Cn is the direct 
product of cyclic groups. 
THEOREM If p is a positive rational prime and 
F is a field of characteristic different from p, then C 
P 
over F is cyclic over F and [C^iF] | p-1. 
PROOF: By Theorem 1|.3* Galois group of over F is 
isomorphic to the multiplicative group of the reduced 
residue classes modulo p which we know is cyclic for p 
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THEOREM Ij. .3. The Galois group of C ovei5  F is the n 
direct product of cyclic groups and is isomorphic to the 
multiplicative group of the reduced residue classes 
modulo n. 
PROOF: We shall first show the desired isomorphism. 
The primitive elements of Cn  over P are the powers, ck ,  
where c is a primitive nth root of unity and k a positive 
integer such that (k,n)=l, and so C =F(tk),  (k,n)=l. 
Thus we can determine each P-automorphism of K=F(O by 
determining the image of c ,  which must be a primitive nth 
root of unity so we have a one-to-one mapping of the F-
automorphisms onto the reduced residue classes modulo n. 
Further, if  we let ak  be the F-automorphism c if  and only 
if  C kJ",for (k,n)=l, and if  we let kh = w mod n, then (w,n) = 
.. ,  kh w 1, and t  = c .  
Because the multiplicative group of the reduced 
residue classes modulo n is abelian, C is also abelian. 
We know from group theory that every abelian group is the 
direct product of cyclic groups. Hence Cn  is the direct 
product of cyclic groups. 
THEOREM !{.•!(.. If p is a positive rational prime and 
F is a field of characteristic different from p, then C 
P 
over F is cyclic over F and [C :F3 |  p-1. 
PROOF: By Theorem I4.. 3, Galois group of over F is 
isomorphic to the multiplicative group of the reduced 
residue classes modulo p which we know is cyclic for p 
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prime. Hence, Cp over P is cyclic over P. 
Let 5 be a pth root of unity. Then the degree of C 
over P is <Kp)=p-l. By Lemma 2.2, [C :F]| p-1. 
DEFINITION Ij.8. A polynomial (equation) in P [x] 
is called pure if and only if it is of the form xn-a 
(xn-a=0), aeP, n a positive integer. 
An extension field L of a field K is called pure 
if and only if L-F(9), where © is a zero of a pure, 
irreducible F-polynomial. 
LEMMA lj.2. Let p be a positive rational prime, 
and let f(x)-xP-a, where aeP, a field, a^O. Then the 
splitting K of f(x) over F contains the cyclotomic field 
0^ over P, and exactly one of the following statements 
holds: 
(1) xp-a has a zero in F. Then xp~a is reducible 
in P [x ] and Cp=K, 
(2) xp-a does not have a zero in P. Then xp-a is 
irreducible in P [xj and also in C [x ]. Further, it is 
ir 
normal over C , and K=C (a), where a is any zero of xp-a. p p ' v 
PROOF: Let a, , a . . . , a be the' zeros of xp-a and 
1' 2' P 
a any one of them. Since a^O, a/0, and we have, since 
ap=a, 
f°-). 
a P a a a~~~ a a a a 
Letting y=-, we have 
a a a oC 
yp-l=(y- ~)(y- —)...(y- -£) and so are the pth 
roots of unity. Therefore, KDCp. 
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Further, if ? is a primitive pth root of unity, 
we have a^=c1a, i=l,2,...,p, remembering the if 
necessary. 
CASE I 
Here, someone, at least, of the a^P, and we choose 
that one as a, and then by the above, all the a.eC and 
J 1 p 
K CC . Therefore, K=C . V- p P 
CASE II 
Here, none of the ^ep. Suppose xp-a=g(x)h(x), and 
we may suppose that g(x) is irreducible in F [ x ]; say, 
g(x)=x~" + alc_]_x^c ^ +. . .+ a-^x + aQ, v;here k < p. Then +_ 
aQ would be a product of It of the a., and so by the above 
representation of the ou, + Since k <p, (k,p)=l 
and so there exists integers S,t such that Sk=l + tp, and 
since a^=a, we have (+ ao) = c'!aS aa^, and so, since a^O, the 
hS t zero ct^s= c, ^ =+aQ/a cF, contrary to our hypothesis that 
none of the a^eF. Therefore, x^-a, in this case, is 
irreducible in F[x], and so [F[a] :F]=p. 
If in the above discussion we had assumed that the 
factorization of xP-a were in Cp[x], we would have con­
cluded that a ec , and so P(a)CC . By Lemma 2.2, [C :F] 
p P P 
is a multiple of p, while by Theorem Ij.li, [Cp:F] | p-1, a 
contradiction. Hence, in this case, xp-a is also irre­
ducible in C [x] . Hence, x^-a is normal over C , so 
A P 
K=Cp(a). 
THEOREM lj.5- Let p be a positive rational prime, 
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and P a field with characteristic ?%> which contains the 
pth roots of unity over F, then, if  K is a normal ex­
tension of degree p over F, K is pure, separable, and 
cyclic over P. 
PROOF: Since [K:F] =p, a prime, and K is normal 
over P, the Galois group is of order p and so is cyclic; 
let a be one of i ts generators. Since p;/- characteristic 
of F, by Lemma I4.I,  K is separable over P, and so there 
exists a primitive element 9 of K over P. First,  let us 
suppose that there exists a a primitive pth root of unity, 
P  2 p 1 
C ,  such that a =9 + r,9 + c 9 +.. .-KP~"0 ^0. Then 
a°=9 0  + £ 9° +. .  .+£ 2 10= t, " '"a, and generally, a° = c a. 
Thus the p conjugates of a are all  distinct (still  assumin 
a*)),  and so the rainimum polynomial of a is f(x) = 
(x-a)(x-£a). . .  (x-CP  "'"a). Thus as in the proof of Lemma 
f(x)=xP- cP and since f(x)ep[x], a p  ep and so P(o)=K 
is a pure extension of P. 
Now we must show that C can be chosen so that a^0. 
Let us suppose that i t  is impossible. Then for each choic 
of a primitive pth root of unity, a =0. The pth roots of 
unity are all  given by ?1 ,  i=l,2,. . . ,n-l,  where ;  is any 
pth root of unity. So we have p-1 equations 
ik o k 
^--q ® > i -0> 1) • • • jP-1 • 
On multiplying the ith equation by CX t ,  summing 
over i ,  and interchanging the order of summation, we have 
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Pz2r / i(k-t)) Qok_n ,, i(k-t) . ,, n . ^  ^  r '  /  9  = 0 .  h o w  c  - e i t h e r  - 1 ,  i f  
k=0 \i=0 / i=0 
k ~ t k^t mod p, since then r, is a zero of $ (x) = 
x*5 ~+...+x+l or p-1, if k=t mod p, since then each terra 
is equal to one. Thus the last double summation gives us 
p-1 k t t p-1 
( - 1 ) 9  +  o o ?  o r  p 9  =  ^  9 0 Z  ,  b u t  s i n c e  t h e  
k=0 • k=0t 
characteristic of F is not p, 9° is the same for all 
t-1,2,...,p-l. This is impossible, since C was chosen 
as a primitive element of It,and a^runs through with t 
all F-automorphisms of It. Therefore, it is possible to 
choose t so that ^^0. 
Without proof, we shall state, as lemmas, two 
elementary results from group theory. 
LEMMA J.}.. 3 - A finite abelian group is solvable. 
LEMMA k-k- Let H be a normal subgroup of a group 
^G, fj), and let a be the homorphism of G onto G/H=G' de­
fined by x =x H, for every x £ H. Then if H' is a normal 
subgroup of G', G'/H' is isomorphic to G/H. 
THEOREM lj,.6. Let p be a positive rational prime 
and F a field whose characteristic is 0 or a prime 
greater than p. The for the cyclotomic field C over F 
3? 
there exists a finite sequence of fields L q ,  L ^ , . . . , L r  
such that F=LoC L^d • • • CL^ C? such that L^ is pure, 
n o r m a l  a n d  o f  p r i m e  d e g r e e  o . v e r  L ^  i = l , 2 ,  . . . ,  r .  
PROOF: The theorem is true for p=2, since then 
3k 
C =P. We now assume that,  the theorem is true for all  
primes less than p and for all  fields F satisfying the 
conditions of the theorem. Let d be the degree of 
over F. Then by Theorem d|  p-1. Let d=p- (P2« • «Pp 
be the factorization of d into (not necessarily distinct) 
primes. Then the characteristic of F>p^, i=l,2, . . . ,k 
and so the induction hypothesis holds. Therefore, there 
exists a f inite sequence of f ields F=LoCL,C .  .  .  » 
in which L^ is  pure, normal,  and of prime degree over 
L .  ,  i = l , 2 , . . . ,  p  .  T h e n  s t a r t i n g  f r o m  L  , ' w e  g e t  a n -i-J.  i  r2  
other sequence of f ields Lu,/  C r* "2^ 
• ' i * J  'a. p l  
and L>V^C .  Continuing thus, we get finally a finite 
d  p2 
sequence of f ields F = L q C Z L  y C  .  .  •  C X >  y  where Lp^^C^ 
f o r  i = l , 2 , . . . , k ,  o v e r  F ,  i n  w h i c h  e a c h  L ^  i s  p u r e ,  n o r m a l ,  
and of prime degree over L^_^ for i=l,2, . . . ,  Py. 
Noxx let  0 be the cyclotomic field over L ,  .  By 
P ^ 
theorem the Galois group p of over L is  cyclic.  
Therefore, by Lemma Ij . .3,  the Galois group of C over L is  
ir 
solvable,  so there exists a f inite sequence of normal sub­
groups of r ,  r =HqCHj C • • • "•{-*-£>  each of which is  of 
prime index in the preceding. Hence, by Theorem the 
subfields N(H.) r zL 4  are such that each is of prime degree 
1 Pk-tZ 
over the preceding field, and lastly,  by Theorem 
Lp^-f-j  contains all  the p^th roots of unity for i=l,2,  . . . ,k,  
each field is pure over the preceding. Thus we have 
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F=L_CL-. C . . . C L  C  L  c •  •  •  < T L = C o v e r  F  a n d  e a c h .  (  .  
° k k+1 r p p 
L. is pure, normal, and of prime degree over for 
i—1,2,..., 
THEOREM I4. 7 • 
(1) If an irreducible equation f(x)=0, where 
f(x)eF[x], is solvable by radicals, then 
the Galois group of the equation is solvable; 
(2) If the Galois group of the equation f(x)=0 
is solvable, then the equation is solvable 
by radicals. In both cases, the character­
istic of F is to be greater than any prime 
occurring as an index of a radical or as an 
index of a group of a composition series, or 
else the characteristic is to be zero. 
PROOF: (1) Assume that all roots taken are pth where 
p is prime. Let p^,p^, • • • ,p-^. be all the primes entering 
in the expression of the roots of the equation as pith 
roots of elements in successive fields. If we adjoin 
successively to F the p-^th, p„th,. .. ,p^.th roots of unity 
we get a succession of fields F=FqCF1 £ . . . CF , each of 
which by Theorem I4..3 is cyclic over the preceding field. 
We now adjoin successively all the p^th roots of all other 
elements necessary in the expression of the roots by 
radicals. By Theorem 1|.5* each time we get a pure, 
separable, cyclic, normal extension of prime degree over 
the preceding field. Thus a chain of fields : 
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F=FQ C  F- ^ C  . . .  C F^ CF j , h _ - j  C -  •  •  CF^W, where each is normal 
over all  those preceding. The final field W contains all  
the roots of f(x)=0 and is normal over F, and i t  contains 
the splitting field K of f(x). Now let r be the Galois 
group of W over F. Then, corresponding to the chain of 
fields above, we have a chain of subgroups of ft ,  ft = 
r  q r  r  h=  {-1  y> e a-hh of these subgroups is 
normal in the preceding and V I\+ 1  is cyclic and of prime 
order. To the field K belongs some subgroup of ft say A ,  
and by Theorem 3«3> A is a normal subgroup of ft .  We can 
find another composition series for ft which contains A and 
whose quotient groups are isomorphic to those of the 
original composition series, ft = A A p .  • O A r>-• O A ,  = o j  n 
( i ) .  B y  T h e o r e m  J 4 . I ,  f t /  A  i s  t h e  G a l o i s  g r o u p  o f  K  o v e r  F ,  
A .  
and has as composition series ft/A ,  7 a, .  .  .  ,  /h -{1}, 
and by Lemma iq.I4, the quotient groups of this composition 
series are isomorphic to the corresponding ones of the 
preceding composition series for ft .  Hence they are all  
cyclic and of prime order. Therefore, the Galois group 
of K over F is solvable. (2) Let K be the splitting 
field of f(x) and r i ts Galois group. Let r_p r y? . .  r = 
(i) be the composition series for r and F=FqCF2<C • • • £F,=K 
be the subfields of K belonging to these subgroups. 
Finally, let q^, q£» • • • .> <ln  he the primes which are the 
orders of the quotient groups of the composition series. 
B y  t h e  s a m e  p r o c e s s  u s e d  a b o v e  i n  t h e  l a t t e r  p a r t  o f  ( 1 ) ,  
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we can modify the chain of fields of Theorem I4. 6 to get 
a chain of fields whose final one is C for p=q., i= p 1 
1,2,...,h. Now, adjoining a root of a pure equation can 
be done by adjoining a single radical. Thus, we can ex­
press the q^th roots of unity by means of radicals. Let 
us adjoin these to P obtaining a field N which contains 
C for i=l,2,...,h. Since P. is normal over P. , (and q^ 1 l-l 
hence over P) and of prime degree, there exists (b , i= 
l,2,...,h such that P.=P. -,(9.) and 0. is a zero of normal ' > > x i-lx x 1 
polynomial over P, g^(x). Now either g^(x) is reducible 
in N[x], in which case all the zeros of g^(x) are in N or 
g^ (x) is irreducible in N [x\ in which case N,=N(9.) is by 
_L ' 
Theorem l\.S> a pure extension and so solvable by radicals. 
Proceding thus,, we reach N(0 , each of whose 
elements can be expressed in the desired manner. Since 
N(0 • • • j, we have the desired result. 
DEFINITION J4.9. Let E be a set of n objects. A 
one-to-one mapping of E onto itself is called a permutation 
of E. 
The set of all permutations of E is called the 
symmetric group of degree n, and is denoted by Sn . 
DEFINITION 1|.10. Let K be a field and let F= 
K( t^, t^j • • • , tn) be the field of rational expressions in 
indeterminates t^ over K. Then the equation f(x)= 
x11 - t-^x11 ^ + t^x11 ^ -... + (-1 )ntn=0 is called the general 
equation of the nth degree over K. 
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Let f(x) = (x-?^)•*• (x~^n) a  s eP a r a-bl e  equation 
and K=P(j•••»^n) be the split t ing field of f  (x) .  Then 
It is  a normal f ield of degree 11 over P and has Galois 
group G. The coefficients of f(x) are in P and unaltered 
R R by any ReG. Hence f  (x) = (x-.  .  .(x-c ) and we have a 
mapping R -•> P„, where P„ is  the permutation on the roots 
1 1  i i  
C1 ,  p >  •  •  '  >  K n  o f  given by 
p J l  ' 2*„\ 
R  ( y R  4 - - 4 /  
Therefore, the Galois group of f(x) is the symmetric group 
V 
LEMMA J4.5. Sn  is solvable for n=2,3>lj.  
PROOF: I t  is  obvious that is  sovable for n-2. 
For n=3j the factors of composition are 2 and 3* Per 
n-l[,  the factors of composition are 2,3*2, and 2.  Hence, 
S is solvable for n=2,3>U« n 
Let us for simplicity denote the set of n objects 
by the numbers l ,2, . . . ,n on which is  defined. 
DEFINITION I4..II.  A permutation P on the n objects 
is  a cycle.  If ( i ,j , . . . ,m) has k numbers, then it  will  be 
called a k-cycle.  
LEMMA I4 . . 6 .  If a subgroup A of S (n>l[) contains 
every 3~cycle,  and if  B is  a normal subgroup of A such 
that A/B is  abelian, then B contains every 3 - cy cb e >  
PROOF: Let a be the homomorphism a(A)=A/B and let  
x=(i j  k),  y=(k r s) '  be two elements of A, where 
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i , j ,k,r,  and s are five numbers. Then, since A/B is 
abelian setting (x)=x1 ,  (y) =yi w e  ^a v e  (x "^y ^x y) = 
1 "1 1 4-V, 4. -1 -1 x~ y- x-j y. |=l,  s o  t i l a t  x  y  x y eB. 
But x~" i"y~1x y = (k j  i)*(s r  k)*(i j  k)*(k r  s) 
= (k j  s) and for each, k, u, S we have 
( k  j  s ) e  B .  
THEOREM J4..8. The symmetric group is not 
solvable for n > J4. 
PROOF: If there were a composition series ex­
hibiting the solvability, since contains every 3 -cycle, 
so would each succeeding group, and the composition series 
could not end with the unit.  
From Theorems I4 . 7  and I4 . 8 ,  follows a famous 
Theorem first proved by Abel: 
THEOREM lj . .9. (Abel) The general equation of degree 
n is not solvable by radicals if n >!}..  
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